MANAGING HOLISTIC ENGINEERING CHANGE PROCESSES ACROSS DISCIPLINES AND DEPARTMENTS

IT’S TIME TO
MANAGE CHANGES

How digitalization can support you introducing
agile engineering change processes to react
quickly, flexibly and sustainably to changes.

Challenges
“Race driving is a highly complex process, a constant exchange of
information between all parts of the body, from your foot to your head.”
Michael Schumacher
Redesigning a product or component is a similarly complex and collaborative process that
demands the participation of all business units that play a value-adding role, from sales to
service.
A well modeled and applied engineering change management process is characterized by an
early coordination among all relevant stakeholders as well as an early recognition of potential
consequences, whether technical or economic. Implementation according to schedule and
the targeted introduction of the changes at a specific point in time, ideally in line with the
so-called 6R rule, are equally important.

Img. 1: Controlling engineering change processes in accordance with the 6R rule. © CENIT AG.

Implementing an engineering change via a holistic approach
means taking all aspects into consideration - not just functional
or design-related challenges. For example, an uncoordinated
timing for the introduction of a change can significantly increase the costs for parallel inventory management and scrapping,
or disposal of redundant inventory. On the other hand, limited
change consistency can easily turn an in-house production into a
third-party production. Not according sufficient attention to such
aspects during assessment and implementation may result in
defective parts during assembly. If the change aims to achieve
a technical and economic improvement, one should precisely
define beforehand how both goals will be achieved at the same
time. This is why good engineering change management is not
only an important component of efficient and lean production: it
promotes the operational workflows rather than disrupting them.

A good engineering change process is flexible, not a monolithic,
fixed set of rules that must be strictly followed. It must be able
to react to varying conditions by providing a variable process
workflow suited to the situation at hand (see Img. 2). For instance, the greater the impact of a change, the greater the need for
coordination – with the attendant consequences for the process
path. Conversely, the smaller the impact, the smaller the need for
interdisciplinary coordination, meaning that the change can be
implemented more rapidly and with fewer process steps.

Img. 2: Controlling the process path and the effectiveness of an engineering change. © CENIT AG.

HOW DOES OUR SOLUTION CONTRIBUTE?
Our product cenitCONNECT Advanced Process Management (APM) (cenit.com) was developed to provide your users with optimal
support in implementing interdisciplinary engineering change processes.
APM is an intuitive application that relies on new web-based technologies by SAP. It offers intelligent functions that can be applied
flexibly to achieve 6R compliance within the context of an engineering change.
Our advisor technologies support you in shaping the process flow and give you lean control over your engineering change management.
Depending on the specifics of the engineering change, this may produce a quick cycle with short assessment and decision-making
phases. Complex changes, however, will generate change cycles that automatically involve those decision-makers who can make an
additional contribution.
The Selection Advisor already supports you during the request phase, recognizing potential impacts by detecting uses far beyond
pure component uses. This enables quick and easy identification of cost drivers and offers you an early indication of whether a
planned change will pay off.
The Execute Advisor helps you automate recurring, usually work-intensive tasks such as individual or bundled activities regarding
status changes of documents, materials and parts lists. In combination with the Decision Advisor, it reacts automatically to the status
of documents that need to be processed or generated. This lets you insert event triggers into your milestones that react not only to
the presence of objects, but also to their status.
APM is of course integrated with the relevant SAP change management functions such as the change master and the change record.
However, it expands these standards to give our clients from the manufacturing industry cross-board control over their change processes a well as the means to react to specific requirements.

HOW DO YOU BENEFIT FROM OUR SOLUTION?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Optimal support for your users in the consistent application of the 6R rules for the targeted implementation of product changes.
Advisor technologies that reduce non value-adding tasks – up to 90% fewer clicks compared to standard SAP functions. More
than 70 preconfigured Advisor apps for process step automation; these can be flexibly integrated into your workflows.
Preconfigured process models and best practices for a wide range of engineering change processes, with due consideration for
the specifics of your industry and standards such as VDA 4965-1, CMMII, MIL973, DINISO 13485 and ASPICE.
Generation and/or modification of process templates, no programming skills required.
Testing and approval procedures subject to the redundant supervision principle; optimal integration with your authentication
procedures.
Different cockpits for managers and users offer total transparency of your ongoing engineering change processes.
Easy monitoring of engineering change processes and rapid reaction to events thanks to functions for forwarding as well as
scheduled and unscheduled staff absences.
Replicability of activities thanks to change and session logs.
Simple evaluation of important KPIs via ODATA connectivity with your BI systems.
Central control of engineering change processes even if several productive SAP systems are in use (optional).
Flexibly deployable with SAP ERP 6.0 and SAP S/4HANA.

SOLUTION USERS
Below, an extract from the list of clients who rely on cenitCONNECT Advanced Process Management (cenit.com) to manage their
engineering change processes.
Aerospace & Defense: Bayern Chemie, Hensoldt Group
Automotive Supplier: Hirschmann Automotive, Mahle, Martinrea, Bourns
Chemical Industry: Kemira Oyj
Consumer: A.O. Smith Corporation, Geberit, Shure Incorporated
Industrial Equipment & Components: Endress + Hauser, Georg Fischer Piping, Hettich, SFS Group, The Timken Company
Industrial Machinery: Arburg, Joy Global Inc, Caterpillar, Mayer & Cie
Medical Devices: Belimed Infection Control, Belimed Life Sciene, Ivoclar Vivadent, Tecan, Ypsomed

WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY
“APM has given us a whole new level of quality and transparency in our design and engineering change processes. For one thing, we
can now maintain full process security when bringing any material to series maturity because we involve all stakeholders as required
in each specific case. For another, meaningful key figures let us identify process weaknesses and counteract them to become even
more efficient. Since the APM introduction, reliability levels for new and substitute parts have risen sharply, as has the quality of our
master data.”
Sebastian Mayer, Business Development / Authorized Representative, Mayer & Cie GmbH & Co. KG

“cenitCONNECT APM gives us a realistic picture of the turbulences that inevitably arise in engineering change processes and lets us
react to such disruptions promptly.”
Josef Summer, IT Director, Hirschmann Automotive GmbH

No matter whether you are a medium-scale company or a major corporation, whether a mechanical engineering, automotive, high-tech
or other manufacturing industry business: Our dedicated experts for engineering change management, assisted by our organizational
and process consulting experts, are ready to assist you in shaping the ideal engineering change process for your specific needs.

Img. 3: Practical example: Cornerstones of an engineering change process in a mechanical engineering setting. © CENIT AG.

ARE YOU READY TO LEARN MORE?
Do we have your attention, and would you like to take your
next steps together with CENIT? Get in touch with us and
let’s arrange a meeting to get to know each other!

sap.insidesales@cenit.com
Advanced Process Management (cenit.com)
CENIT AG Industriestr. 52-54
70565 Stuttgart

